### Chief Judge - Deduct from Average/Event Score:

- ________ Failure to present: to CJ before; any judge after (each time) ............... 0.1
- ________ Failure to begin within 30 seconds after CJ signal ................................ 0.2
- ________ Beginning prior to signal from CJ .......................................................... 0.5
- ________ Improper Uniform ............................................................................. 0.2
- ________ Verbal cues by coach/teammate to own gymnast (excluding falls and following 1 warning per team) ................................................................. 0.2
- ________ Flagrant exceeding of warm-up time or warming up in competitive area (after one warning) ................................................................. 0.2
- ________ Touch of the table with only one hand (vault) ........................................ 1.0
- ________ Incorrect padding (heel pads) ................................................................. 0.2
- ________ Coach standing between bars throughout ............................................ 0.3
- ________ Failure to remove board/folded panel mat/mount trainer mat after mount .. 0.3
- ________ Failure to remove spotting device ........................................................... 0.3
- ________ Coach next to beam throughout ............................................................ 0.1
- ________ Overtime .................................................................................................. 0.1
- ________ Out of bounds (each time) .................................................................... 0.1
- ________ UB - less than 5 Value Parts ................................................................. 2.0
- ________ BB & FX - routine less than 30 seconds ................................................ 2.0
- ________ Failure to mark sting mat/skill cushion that covers boundary .................... 0.1
- ________ Coach on FX mat inside the border marking .......................................... 0.5
- ________ Absence of music or music with song/speech ........................................ 1.0
- ________ Excessive use of chalk or use of tape .................................................... 0.2
- ________ Using incorrect apparatus specifications .............................................. 0.3
- ________ Use of additional mats or board on unauthorized surface ..................... 0.3
- ________ Unsporting conduct of gymnast (after one warning) ............................... 0.2
- ________ Unauthorized approach of judge by competitor ..................................... 1.0
- ________ Questioning/influencing judges' decision (gymnast) ................................. 1.0
- ________ Profanity/verbal abuse/disrespect of judge (gymnast) .............................. Disq

### Meet Referee - Deduct from Team Score:

- ________ Delay of meet ...................................................................................... 1.0
- ________ Competing out of order (each event) .................................................... 1.0
- ________ Flagrant exceeding of warm-up time or warming up in competitive area (team-after one warning) ................................................................. 0.2
- ________ 3rd inappropriate inquiry from same team ............................................ 1.0
- ________ Unauthorized approach of judge by coach ............................................ 1.0
- ________ Questioning/influencing judges' decision (coach) ................................. 1.0
- ________ Coach/gymnast using cell phone or other electronic device in a restricted area ................................................................. 1.0
- ________ Deliberate disruptive behavior by team .............................................. 1.0
- ________ Profanity/verbal abuse/disrespect of judge (coach/team) ....................... 2.0
- ________ Coach or competitor using tobacco products (e-cigarette/similar) ....... 2.0

---

**Deduct From:**

- [ ] Event Score
- [ ] Team Score

**Gymnast**

**School**

**Event**

**CJ Initials**